Abstract. A spectral sequence is used to calculate approximately the homology groups Sa(n, Z) as defined in the first paper in this series, for II a finitely generated abelian group and S the variety of all nilpotent groups of class at most c.
Introduction. In previous papers [21] and [25] , henceforth referred to as [HI] and [HII] respectively, (co-) homology groups 93n(II, A), 93n(II, A) were discussed, where 93 is a variety containing II, and A is a suitable II-module. If SB is a variety containing 93, there are homomorphisms 9n:3&n(U,A)^i!sn(U,A) and <f>n: 93n(II, A) -+9Bn(II, A).
Their basic properties are discussed in §1, and a spectral sequence with <f>n as an edge homomorphism is constructed in §2. Similar spectral sequences have -been constructed by various authors ; the point of this treatment is to calculate the edge homomorphisms. Using the exact sequence of terms of low degree, the wild behaviour of 932(II, Z) is demonstrated. In so far as one's intuition is based on the homology of groups, this comes near to being a universal counterexample.
The conventions and definitions used in [HI] and [HII] will remain in force. In particular the reader is referred to [HI, §1] for the definition of the (co-) homology groups 93n(n, A) and 93n(II, A).
1. Change of variety morphisms. If Pj ->-II and Pf -> II are simplicial resolutions of II by 93-splitting groups and 93-splitting groups respectively, then since 93 contains 93 there is a simplicial map of Pf into Pj over ln which is unique up to homotopy, (cf. Tierney and Vogel [18] ). For example if UB® -► II and UBf -+ U are the Barr-Beck resolutions of II in 93 and 93 respectively (see [HI, §2] ), so that IIP* is 93-free on UB®_U n^O, np?1 = n, and IlPf is similarly defined, then a simplicial map ->?*: IlPf -> IIPj may be defined inductively by [w]r)n = wnn_u where w e IIP^i, [w] is the corresponding 93-free generator of IlPf, and [wijn.j] is the 93-free generator of IIBf corresponding to wr¡n_1; ■n_1 = lu. If A is a left 9311-module, using these simplicial resolutions to calculate 93,(11, A) and 958,(11, A), one obtains well-defined homomorphisms 6,(88, 93, n, A): 3Bn(II, A) -^ 93n(II, A), n ^ 0. _ <£"(3B, S3, II, A) is the "change of variety morphism"; some or all of 3B, S3, II and A will generally be omitted from the notation.
The following results are routine ; we omit the proofs.
Lemma 1.1. </>0: Diff (II, A) -> Diff (II, A) is the identity map.
We shall see later that (¡>y is a surjection.
Lemma 1.2. Ifü is a variety containing SB, ¿*(3, S3) = 0,(2, 2B>¿*(3B, S3). Here 8® = 8f(U,A) and 6" = C(n, A) as in [HII, §1] , and Torf U(DWU, A) ->Tor^n (D%U, A) is the "change of rings" homomorphism given by the unique o-morphism of Tor^n (DwU, -) to Tor®11 (D®U, -), regarded as o-functors from the category of left $8U-modules to Ab, which is the identity in dimension 0.
Dually there are homomorphisms <f>n(%, SB, II, A): 33n(II, A) -> 3B"(n, A) (note the change of direction), and Lemmas 1.1 to 1.6 all dualize.
2. A spectral sequence. The spectral sequence which appears below has the same E2 terms and limit as can be obtained as a special case of spectral sequences due to André [1], Bachmann [2], Rinehart [13] , and Ulmer [20] . These are obtained by varying the first or nonabelian category (here the variety). The spectral sequence obtained by varying the second or abelian category was discussed in [HII, §3] . The point of our treatment (which will generalize) is to calculate the edge effects. The object is to connect the homology in 93 with the homology in 93; one edge homomorphism will be the "change of variety 
is the "change of variety" morphism </>n, and
is the homomorphism X above applied to the functor A-93n(-, A).
Proof. We first adjust the notation. If T: (93, II) -> Ab is a functor, the complex of abelian groups from which the derived functors 93n(IÏ, T) are calculated from the Barr-Beck resolution will be written as B$(U,T), unless J=Diff (-,^) which will be abbreviated to A. The augmentation P* II -> II will be e*. We apply this first to the second spectral sequence of 7 (which collapses), that is with S= 7 transposed. In this case S/M is chain isomorphic to B^(U, A) via B^(em, A). Hence we have an isomorphism to of 77,7 onto SB*(II, A). Now looking at the first spectral sequence and applying the first part of the above theorem gives us the homomorphism £ in the diagram 7^(11, A-3Bn(-, A)) -£-+ 77n (7) 9B"(n, A) which is clearly commutative. This identifies the edge homomorphism E\n -+ Hn(T) as %£n(£®, A) "up to to". It follows from the definition of A above that A is the edge homomorphism E2n -> Hn(T), again "up to co". We now turn to the base. Define the first quadrant double complex 7 by Tpq = Bp}(U, Bf(-, A)). Dividing by the verbal subgroup defined by S3 induces a functor of (3B, U) into (33, II) and hence a chain map F: 7^7. Now let My, M2, My and M2 correspond to M in the theorem quoted above, where S is taken as 7, 7 transposed, 7 and 7 transposed respectively. Then T/My, T/My, and T/M2 are naturally isomorphic to 5* (II, A), and 7/M2 is isomorphic to 77^(11, A). Using these identifications, 4) where co is the isomorphism of the first part and { is the base homomorphism. It only remains to prove that the composite of either homomorphism on the East side with the inverse of the other is the identity. Now H%T and 93,(11, -) may clearly be regarded as 5-functors from the category of functors from 93-free groups over II to Ab, and as such they are effaced on the left by the projective functors. Moreover, since we are dealing with S-functors, it is enough to look at dimension zero. But in this case the result may be read off at once by looking at T with its canonical augmentation. 3. The second homology groups. The striking behaviour of 932(I1, A) is illustrated, using (2.1), when II is a finitely generated abelian group and A=Z.
The abelian group II is of type (s; nu ..., nt) if the torsion subgroup F of II is of direct product of cyclic subgroups of order nu ..., nt; n±> 1, nt\ni + 1 for i=\,..., t-\; and U/T is of rank s. s + t is the rank of II. In quoting (2.1) the symbol A will be omitted. Define a function y of two positive integers by (3.1) y{r,c) = -ij 2 P,(dyc+1),i.
Here ¡x is the Mobius function; if« is the product ofu distinct primes (u^O), then K»)=(-l)"; else/*(»)=0.
Lemma 3.1. If U is a finitely generated abelian group of rank r>0 and type (s ;«!,..., nt), and 93 = 9cc, then 930 (I1, H2( -,Z) ) is of rank p and type with the obvious notation, let F be 9íc-freely generated by xlt..., xr, and define /: F-> II by x¡/=a¡, i=l,...,r.
The fibre product FxnFis the subgroup of FxF consisting of elements (p, q) such that pf=qf, and (p, q) h> (pq'1, q) is an isomorphism of Fxn Fonto the split extension RFof Rby F, where 7? is the kernel of/. R is generated qua subgroup byxni-;i=s+l,...,r, and wx,.. .,wk, say, where Wj is a commutator for all i. Defining a homomorphism of a group G into F xnF is equivalent to defining a homomorphism (gy,g2) of G into FxF (g¡: G -> F) such that gyf=g2f.
Let F be ^-freely generated by yu...,y" zs+1,...,zr, vy,...,vk, and define (gy,g2Y-F^ FxnFby yigy=Xi,zigy=xni-*,vigy = wi, yig2 = Xi, Zig2=\, Vig2=l. Then (gy, g2) is a surjection, and by [13, p. 299], S3ü(n, H2(-,Z) ) is the cokernel of 772(g1; Z)-H2(g2, Z): H2(F, Z) -> H2(F, Z). It is easy to see that the Schur multiplier of the $Rc-free group on a set £ is the (c +1 )th lower central factor of the absolutely free group on j; that is, the free abelian group on the basic commutators of weight c+\ in j; these multipliers will be written additively. One sees easily that H2(gy, Z) -H2(g2, Z) has the following properties:
(i) the image of a basic commutator (of weight c+1) in Fis a multiple of a basic commutator in F or 0;
(ii) if [xh,..., xc+1 ] is a basic commutator in F (not necessarily left normed), and if max (/lt..., ic + 1)fis, then no nonzero multiple of [xh,..., x¡c+1] is the image of a basic commutator, whereas (iii) if ia > j-for some a and ia is the least such integer, then nta",[xiv.. .,xjc + 1]is the image of a basic commutator, and if m[xh,..., xic+1] is such an image, then nia-s\m. Note that if j>0, ia = r for any basic commutator involving Xy and xr only; whereas if 5 = 0, iafir-\ and ia = r-\ for any basic commutator involving xr_y and xr only.
Of course neither (ii) nor (iii) occurs if r= 1 in which case 772(F, Z) is trivial, and (iii) only occurs if r > s, so degenerate cases give no trouble. Finally the number of basic commutators of weight c+l on r letters is y(r, c) (see [9] ). Putting all this together gives the lemma.
It is now easy to prove the following Theorem 3.2. If U is a finitely generated abelian group of rank r > 0 and type (s; »i,..., nt), and S3 = 9lcc, then S32(n, Z) is of rank p and type (a; vy,..., vz) where 0fip-y(r,c)fit + r(r-l)(r-2)/6(cí.(3.l)), 0fia-y(s,c)fis(s-l)(s-2)/6, vT divides nf, and ifs = 0, vz divides nt-ynt. In particular, asc^-oo, p~rc + 1/(c+l) and o~sc+1/(c+l). where Zm denotes Z/mZ, and Ak denotes the direct sum of k copies of A. So 932(I1,Z) is of rank r(r-l)(r-2)/6 + t and type (s(s-l)(s-2)/6; nu nu ...,nt, nt). Now applying Lemma 3.1 gives the result.
In particular, the homology in dimension 2 of a product is not related in a simple way to the homology of the factors, whereas in dimension 1 there is a Kiinneth formula of sorts (cf. [HI, Theorem 5.2]).
To obtain results in cohomology, apply universal coefficients [HI, Lemma 4.1].
If n is finite, 932(n, Q/Z)~ 932(II, Z 
